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Summary

ISTQB foundation level certified software tester, he has 4+ years of experience in automation testing environment. He
can easily collaborate with developers and project managers to accomplish milestones. A good history of discovering
errors and ensuring client expectations are met with high quality software solutions. He has knowledge on different
Levels of Testing (Unit Testing, Integration Testing, System Testing and Acceptance Testing), well versed with Test
Documentation (Test Scenario, Test Case, Test Data, Defect Report, and Test Metrics). He has expertise in Bug Reporting
& Tracking Process, Bug Reporting and Tracking using Bug tracking tools like Bugzilla and Issue Tracker. Familiar with
Functional and Non-functional Testing. He has knowledge on Test Automation Tools like Selenium, also familiar with
Industry Quality Standards like ISO, CMM/CMMI and IEEE.

Skills
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis: Analyze the requirement documents/User stories thoroughly to proactively identify areas of
improvement and concern as it’s always good to eliminate any ambiguity/wrong requirement in beginning
phase of project.
Project management: JIRA software for report the issues and bugs.
Process Management: Assisted in running SCRUM meetings and ensuring adherence to AGILE processes,
responsible for Test case reviews, issue tracking calls, provided guidelines and followed STLC for the life cycle
of the project.
Tool: Experience on testing tool like Selenium and Jmeter.
Deep understanding of Test Requirements and good experience in Deriving Test Scenarios, Test Case
Documentation, Test Data Collection, Test Execution, Test Reporting and Continuous Development of Testing
Skills. He has good knowledge about Agile/Scrum and Load Testing.

Projects

KudosCast
KudosCast is used for Social Media analytics, where users can create campaign and share campaign on social media. User
will send a discount code to the admin registered number which is shared with him manually at the time of walk-in. Admin
will send website URL with campaign details to the respective number. Customers will click on the link and interface to
share the video from the gallery or a new video can be created. After video is uploaded on server, the video is uploaded
to admin YouTube channel and returns a YouTube video link to user and user will be given the option to share the URL on
social media sites like (Facebook and Twitter). There are 3 type of campaign on the website Video, Image and Marketing.
Technology Used: Laravel, React JS, PHP, HTML, Bootstrap, Ajax, Java Script

BeMiGuest
BeMiGuest is a platform for those who want to rent their property, like Rooms, Living Space, Parking Space, have some
service to offer from home and lot more. The application will be both for the Property owners as well as Customers.
Customers here will be the ones who will place a request to book a property on rent for some time. There’s a backend
Admin interface where Admin can Manage both Property Owners and Customers. In case of any Dispute between the
Property Owner and Customer, the admin will review the case and sort it out. The payment from Admin to Property

Owner will be done automatically. Quick Book Integration to manage the accounting and payments. The system
generates Form 1099 dynamically to send to the Property Owners.
Technology Used: Android- kotlin, iOS- Swift.

Chicology
Chicology is a custom Framework build in CI having E commerce which deals bamboo chopsticks and calendars. A wide
range of affordable shades contemporary designs that fit your taste and Home Decor Ideas, Design Inspirations for your
Home. All Inventory managed from their internal system and its based in sunny Southern California. The project aims the
developer and designer to work and fix the bugs that are highlighted in the bug list document shared by the client.
Technology Used: Codeigniter

Careshop
The project aims to create Magento 2 store and a community interface for unique products. The project will be built on
Magento 2 and Laravel. There will be regular Magento Ecommerce website where the admin will list their products. There
will be another section called Community where the users will put their own products that they feel should be sold. The
admin will approve these products and then these products will be available for back order. These products once
approved by the admin will then go into manufacturing. The project will be based for Switzerland location. The website
will be a multilingual website. The website will accept currencies in Euro, USD to begin with. The website will have rewards
and ratings that the customer can give to the products. The overall idea of the project is to sell normal products along
with bespoke products that the users can create themselves.
Technology Used: Magento 2

Healthy Foods
The project aims to create a Brand Store from scratch allowing the brand to upload and sell their Health Supplement
products online. The project scope would involve design and development of the new website using Magento 2 CMS
(Content Management System). The main idea of the Brand Store will also be about easy Discovery and positioning of
their products. Deals with M2E pro product listing form magneto to Amazon and eBay marketplaces.
Technology Used: Magento 2

Momtribute
This website is normally used for Moms, where moms can share their life related blogs writing daily, create To-do’s and
events and share the personal information on social media sites. Moms can also create repeating events and send
automatic messages to the events persons. There are two types of users free and paid, For Payment we have implemented
Authorized.Net Payment gate for Recurring Payments (ARB). All Events are synced with Google Calendar if Moms create
any events on the website this will automatically created on Google Calendar.
Technology Used: Laravel

Spark (E-learning website)
SPARKS an endeavor by Swaraj, one of the leading tractor company in Manufacturing industries that flare up the potential
in each one of the thousands of Swaraj dealership employees working for Mera Swaraj. SPARKS is an effort of Swaraj to
Protect & nourish these Partnerships, Amplify Abilities & Recognize Knowledge & Skills. SPARKS encourage each user to
self-learn through role specific online modules specially designed for them to keep them to ahead of competition in their

markets. SPARKS conduct online tests which will be around the knowledge required to deliver one’s role better, identify
each user training needs and provide them with the required knowledge.
Technologies Used: ASP.NET CORE, React

